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We are an environmental company specialising in all types of land remediation, based in Co Kerry and we 
cover the whole of Ireland with our services. Our employees are dynamic, highly trained & certified to work 
on a wide range of environmental issues.

The Japanese Knotweed Company is part of the PACS Ltd group; this company has built a reputation of 
offering solutions to a wide range of pollutions, while endeavouring to minimize the impact on the 
environment at all times.

We are professional and efficient in our approach and we aim to offer you the most cost effective and 
sustainable solution for your Knotweed problem.

The Japanese Knotweed Company is Ireland’s leading Knotweed control company, we specialise in the 
treatment, control and eradication of Japanese Knotweed throughout the island of Ireland.

About Japanese Knotweed

Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia Japonica) is a non-native, alien invasive plant species that is rated among the 100 
worst invasive alien species in the world by the Global Invasive Species Programme (GISP).

Japanese Knotweed was first introduced into Ireland by the late Victorians as an ornamental plant for their 
gardens. However, outside of its native habitat of Japan and Northern China, the plant has proven to be an 
aggressive colonizer and has none of the natural enemies or pathogens that are present in its native habitat.

The plant is a robust, herbaceous perennial with deeply penetrating woody rhizomes and bamboo-like stems, 
that develop into dense stands and can grow to 3 metres tall, the plant was introduced to England as an 
ornamental in the mid- 19th century and has spread throughout England and Ireland since.

The rise of Knotweed over the past century in Ireland and the UK

This invasive plant grows in a variety of soils including silt, loam, and sand. Japanese Knotweed can tolerate 
adverse conditions including full shade, high temperatures, high salinity, drought and flooding.

Japanese Knotweed thrives on disturbance and accordingly invades urban and rural environments where soils 
are routinely disturbed and transported.

Its Persistence means that its impact is felt for a long time



Where it can be found
Japanese Knotweed is now very common & widely 
distributed across a variety of habitat types in Ireland 
and England.

It is most prominent on roadsides, hedgerows, 
railways, waste ground and on river bank and wetland 
habitats, due to its vigorous growth rate, it quickly 
forms tall stands shading out the areas below it, 
leading to a loss of native plants.

By establishing itself on riverbanks the plant can affect 
flood structures and increase flood risks.

Japanese Knotweed can prove a driving hazard as it 
establishes itself on hedgerows blocking sightlines 
and damaging road surfaces and can also grow 
through concrete and tarmac causing dangerous and 
expensive structural damage.

Eradication of Japanese Knotweed can be difficult and 
costly. The removal of this plant from the Olympic 
Village site in London cost an estimated £88m.

Identification of Japanese Knotweed

Japanese Knotweed is a tall perennial plant. This means that it dies back in winter and re-emerges in spring.

In spring, the shoots start to emerge. and these are asparagus-like in appearance and a red-purple colour. As it 
grows through the summer, the red colour turns into red speckles on an otherwise green stem. At full height it 
can reach up to 3m.

The leaves are bright green and roughly hand-sized in an almost heart shaped fashion, with a flat bottom edge.

In summer, the plant develops small white flowers which in some cases can be so abundant that they almost 
completely cover some sections of the plant.

In winter, the plant drops its leaves and flowers. The hollow brown and brittle stem remain as a clearly visible 
indicator of where the plant stood in the summer. The next year the plant will re-grow from the same spot out 
of what is known as the crown.

Other Invasive Plants

Invasive plant control is a specialist service. We carry out a full site assessment in which any invasive weeds and 
ecological issues are identified on site. Each case is different and therefore different approaches and treatment 
methods need to be used.

Hybrid Knotweed Gunnera
(Giant Rhubarb)

Giant HogweedHimalayan BalsamRussian Vine



Treatment Methods
Herbicide Spraying Programme:
A herbicide spraying programme can provide a cheap, effective and simple solution to 
treating Japanese Knotweed. It is an ideal method for doing so in parks, gardens and 
alongside rivers,hedgerows and railways. The use of any herbicide treatments will be 
site specific and determined by initial site assessment, all relevant regulations will apply 
as standard. For this to be effective the treatment needs to be applied over a number 
of years and away from any groundwork activities, which can make this method of 
treatment unsuitable for sites in the development stage.

Stem Injection:
Using the stem injection technology our team applies a fast acting herbicide that kills 
the plant at the core. This method is used particularly in sensitive areas to eliminate the 
potential to damage surrounding vegetation. Stem injection can be applied in all 
weathers and is particularly useful to administer near water courses, this stem injection 
technology can also be applied to other hollow cane species such as Giant Hogweed & 
Himalayan Balsam.

Excavation followed by Stockpiling & Herbicide Treatment:
Often the next cheapest alternative compared to spraying. Excavating the Japanese 
Knotweed material and stockpiling elsewhere on site allows for development in the 
originally contaminated area to proceed without delay. An added advantage of this is 
that the excavation process can stimulate growth in the Knotweed that the herbicide 
treatment alone would not, allowing the treatment to be completed faster.

Bunded Method:
The bunded method is a cost effective way of treating Japanese Knotweed. Temporary 
raised bunds would be located in an area of the site that will not be disturbed for a 
minimum of 18 months. All bunds would have a root barrier membrane to protect the 
underlying ground. Bunds not deeper that 400mm have shown to be the most 
successful. All growth of Japanese Knotweed within the bunds will be treated with 
herbicide in conjunction with the management plan.

Excavation followed by sifting & burial:
The Sifting procedure aims to remove all the Japanese Knotweed material through a 
combination of mechanised processes. This effective and fast method of dealing with 
Japanese Knotweed on site means that with most sites the remediation process can be 
carried out within a number of weeks. This method is the most environmentally friendly 
of our treatment methods as it uses no persistent herbicides, it can however be labour 
intensive.

Removal to landfill:
This method completely removes Japanese Knotweed material from site and is very 
quick to implement. Using the instant eradication method the Japanese Knotweed 
company technicians will fully excavate the affected land, including Rhizomes. This is 
then removed to an environment agency approved disposal site. This method offers the 
customer a quick complete solution for construction companies and land development. 
It can be expensive for large areas of Japanese Knotweed due to the increasing costs of 
haulage. It can also raise sustainability issues.

Insertion of geotextile membrane:
Using a geotextile membrane we will create a non–permeable barrier between a 
building or structure to ensure the containment of the infestation thereby controlling 
the issue for treatment. This method can be useful for people with boundary disputes 
of troublesome neighbours as well as assisting planning applications.



KNOW YOUR ENEMY – How to spot Knotweed

Identification through the seasons

Key Identification Features of Knotweed

The cost of ignoring your Japanese Knotweed problem for any length of time could be high, 
remember a small Japanese Knotweed plant can quickly become a major infestation.

Winter
In Winter, the flowers 
and the green of the 
leaves of Japanese 

Knotweed will die off, all 
that will remain are the 
bamboo type canes that 

will turn darkish 
red/brown, and die. The 
canes remain standing 
throughout the winter 
and can often still be 
seen in new stands in 

the following spring and 
summer.

Autumn
In Autumn, Japanese 
Knotweed has a lot of 
identification traits to 
that of summer. In the 
beginning of autumn, 
there will certainly still 
be a very good density 
of foliage on the plants. 
The leaves will begin to 

turn yellow in colour 
with a distinctive mix of 
green and yellow leaves 
within the foliage; the 

leaves will also begin to 
wilt.

Image courtesy of Rob Burke

Spring
In spring, red/purple 
asparagus like shoots 

appear from the ground 
and grow rapidly 

forming canes. As the 
canes grow the leaves 
gradually unfurl and 

turn green. One of the 
tricks of Japanese 

Knotweed is how fast is 
actually grows in the 

early stages of spring. 
Very quickly, its stems 
can grow from small 
shoots to 10ft (3m) in 
height. When it comes 
to Japanese Knotweed 
identification in spring, 
over a few weeks, the 
growth can look very 

different.

Summer
In summer, the plants 

are fully grown and 
mature canes are 

hollow with a distinctive 
purple speckle and form 

dense stands up to 3 
metres high. The density 
of the plant can be seen 

at this stage making 
Japanese Knotweed 

identification in summer 
very easy. In late 

summer, the full bloom 
of the plant is actually 

very attractive with 
small white flowers.



Our Approach
Our approach at The Japanese Knotweed Company is to make a measured assessment during the initial site visit 
so that a clear understanding of operational requirements and safety issues can be fully appreciated by the 
client, a decisive cost effective eradication strategy can then be put in place.

A price guarantee will be given in writing with a proposal of applications and timing schedule, the survey charge 
is always deductible from any treatment costs of eradication, should our eradication management programme 
be accepted by the client.

To comply with current regulations we follow strict guidelines before carrying out any work.

The steps of our approach are as follows:

Risk assessment:
Job description, infestation types are documented, treatment procedure options are considered, some factors 
which may influence these are as follows:  - Environmentally sensitive areas, water courses, housing, trees, 
pylons, ditches and wind drift susceptibility; to name a few. All of these factors need due consideration and 
documentation.

Biosecurity: 
Biosecurity is essential on all sites at all times to reduce the risk of spreading any invasive plant.

Method Statement: 
The method will include an explanation to the client of application procedures and an understanding of the 
products that will be recommended by the surveyor.  Timing of application, equipment types to be used and 
weather considerations now also are considered.

Treatment Recommendations: 
We are PCA Approved Surveyors and we can give clear direction of a robust treatment programme.

Application Technique:
Application procedure to be undertaken to give maximum efficacy with minimum waste and environmental 
impact is decided at this stage.

Management Plan & Ongoing Monitoring: 
A detailed plan including all of the above in detail is now created as well as actions to be taken to prevent further 
spread – ongoing monitoring of infestation will include follow up inspections, updated reports and photo 
documentation – when infestation is under control a signing off certificated is issued.

Qualifications
• PA1 Safe use of chemicals
• PA6 Level 2 Award in Safe application of pesticides using hand-held equipment 
• PA6AW Operating Pedestrian hand-held applicators to apply pesticides to or near water
• PA6ING Operating hand-held pesticide injection equipment
• PA6MC Operating other hand held applicators/weed wiping
• Level 3 RPM (Responsible Pesticide Management)
• STRIPE - Surface Tool for Reducing the Impact of Pesticides on the Environment
• Trained in COSHH – (Control Of Substances Hazardous to Health)
• PCA Qualified Surveyors of Japanese Knotweed 
• PCA Qualified Technicians
• PCA trained in Biosecurity
• Hazardous Chemicals & Controls certified
• Chemical Awareness & Associated Dangers certified
• Certified in Managing Safety in Construction
• Confined Space & Awareness
• Road Traffic Management
• Health & Safety at Work certified

The Japanese Knotweed Company
Meanus, Killorglin, Co. Kerry
(066) 979 6612

087 664 7695

info@thejapaneseknotweedcompany.com

www.thejapaneseknotweedcompany.com
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